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Neste Guia, você vai estudar “Comparative form”.
Volume 2 - Ampliação
Prof. Juliana Alvarez

Para se mexer:
Comparative form: we use the adjectives to compare people, places and things.
Monica is nicer than Megg. (Monica é mais gentil do que Megg.)
We have 4 rules to use the comparative form:
1st - We add R/ER in all the short adjectives. Ex: smallER than / tallER than / swettER than
My friend is smarter than yours.
2nd - When the adjective has the three last letters: CVC-consonant/vowel/consonant.
We double the last letter and add ER. Ex: bigGER than / hotTER than
She is sadder than he is.

3rd - When the adjective ends with Y we take it and add IER.
Ex: easy - easIER than/funny - funnIER than
We are happier than yesterday.
4th - When When the adjective is considered big or with more than 7 letters we write MORE.
Ex: more expensive than / more interesting than

Exceptions
good - better than
bad - worse than
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This animal is more dangerous than the others.

a) Summer is _____________ (hot) winter.
b) Mary is ________________ (young) John.
c) This bike is ______________ (expensive) that one.
d) Your house is _____________ (big) mine.
e) Lucrecia is _______________ (intelligent) you.
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Question 1- Write the sentences in the comparative form.

f) English is ________________ (easy) Math.
g) This cake is ______________ (good) the other.
h) Skiing is ________________ (funny) play soccer.

a) hotter than; b) younger than; c) more expensive than; d) bigger than; e)
more intelligent than; f) easier than; g) better than; h) funnier than

Question 2- Choose the correct alternative.
a) Laura is ____________ (interesting) you.
( ) interestinger than

( ) more interesting than		

( ) interesting more than

b) This pizza is __________ (bad) the pepperoni one.
( ) badder than		

( ) worse than			

( ) more bad than

c) Liza and Pamela are _____________ (pretty ) Rose.
(

) prettier than

( ) more pretty

( ) pretter than

d) My cell phone is _________ (modern) yours.
) moderner

(

) more modern

( ) modern more
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(

a) more interesting than; b) worse than; c) prettier than; d) more modern than

Question 3 - Which alternative is not correct about the use of comparative form.
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My teacher is better than yours.
Hugo is handsomer than Peter.
My friends are cooler than yours.
Tracy is healthier than her sister.
I am taller than you are.

Alternativa B

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

#IrAlém
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Let’s learn more about “Comparative form”?
Complete as frases no grau comparativo para continuar assistindo ao vídeo.

Available on: <https://en.islcollective.com/video-lessons/minions-comparative>. Access on:
Aug. 25, 2020.
I’ll bet you are gonna like it!
Have a good time!

